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ACT Writing Tips: How to Improve Your Essay: Key Ideas and Secrets
Glide to success with Doorsteptutor material for competitive exams : 

- for all subjects of your exam.

ACT Writing Tips: How to Improve Your Essay
In the ACT Writing section, you will be presented with a prompt that describes a general-interest issue
and three differing perspectives on the issue. Your essay will address the three perspectives and
present your own opinion on the issue. there՚s no right or wrong answer; your essay will be scored
according to how thoroughly you respond to the prompt and how well your arguments are supported.

Plan	your	response	before	beginning	to	write. Use a list or other organizer to make sure you՚re
including all relevant information. Remember to plan out arguments both for and against each of
the three perspectives given in the prompt. you՚ll also need to present and support your own
viewpoint, so be sure to note a few facts, experiences or arguments to strengthen your argument.

Organize	your	response so that it includes an introduction, at least a paragraph to describe each
main point and a conclusion to sum everything up.

Write	as	though	the	reader	knows	nothing	about	the	topic. By doing this, you can make sure
you՚re including details that you might otherwise overlook.

Proofread when you՚re done to correct any errors and to make sure you՚ve completely answered
the prompt.

ACT Essay is Very Short Assignment
The goal of this approach is to cram in as many of the desired components as possible in the 40
minutes that you՚ve got for the essay. we՚ll give you the four main elements the ACT asks for, the top
three things they don՚t tell you, and a bulletproof template for your ACT Writing essay format. Here
we go!

Successful ACT Essay Scoring Criteria
#1: Ideas & Analysis: An argument that critically engages with multiple perspectives on the given
issue. Answer the question, make it very, very clear what your perspective is and analyze how your
perspective relates to at least one other perspective.

#2: Development & Support: Development of ideas and support for claims deepen insight and
broaden context. An integrated line of skillful reasoning and illustration effectively conveys the
signi�icance of the argument. Quali�ications and complications enrich and bolster ideas and analysis.
Fully explain every point you make.

#3: Organization: Exhibits a skillful organizational strategy. The response is uni�ied by a controlling
idea or purpose, and a logical progression of ideas increases the effectiveness of the writer՚s
argument. Transitions between and within paragraphs strengthen the relationships among ideas.
Give each idea one to two paragraphs.
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#4: Language Use: Language should enhance the argument. Word choice is skillful and precise.
Sentence structures are consistently varied and clear. Stylistic and register choices, including voice
and tone, are strategic and effective. While a few minor errors in grammar, usage, and mechanics
may be present, they do not impede understanding.

3 Secrets
Make up whatever information you need to support your point.

Write More Than a Page- strong relationship between essay length and score the longer the better

First Paragraph and Conclusion Matter More Than the Middle


